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**No Winners’ in INF Collapse, But Russia Will Never Lose an Arms Race’ Either – Defense FM**

BRUSSELS — Moscow has told the United States it will no longer abide by a key nuclear arms control treaty, saying it would be impossible for Russia to comply with the agreement.

President Donald Trump should stop trying to negotiate an arms-control treaty with Moscow as it’s already clear that Russia will not be bound by the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF), which expired on Friday. Moscow has already announced that it will not continue to abide by the treaty, which deals with medium-range missiles.

**Iran to Further Reduce Commitments to Nuclear Deal**

WASHINGTON — Iran has reaffirmed its commitment to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and is willing to continue its nuclear talks with the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) while reducing its compliance with various aspects of the deal.

**Russian PM to Hold Summit Talks in Turkmenistan**

BERLIN — Russian Prime Minister Mikhail Mishustin is in Turkmenistan on Sunday for talks on energy cooperation and the new gas pipeline linking the two countries.

**Pakistan Writes Letter to General Secretary on Grave Situation in IoK**

New Delhi — Pakistan has written a letter to the General Secretary of the United Nations, appealing to the international community to address the grave situation in occupied Kashmir.

**The Blased Scales of Justice in Uzbekistan**

BISHKEK — The government of the Kyrgyz Republic, which has been investigating the "illegal" seizure of a citizen by Uzbek authorities, has issued an arrest warrant for the Uzbek official who ordered the operation.
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